Recursion equations in predicting band width under gradient elution.
The evolution of solute zone under gradient elution is a typical problem of non-linear continuity equation since the local diffusion coefficient and local migration velocity of the mass cells of solute zones are the functions of position and time due to space- and time-variable mobile phase composition. In this paper, based on the mesoscopic approaches (Lagrangian description, the continuity theory and the local equilibrium assumption), the evolution of solute zones in space- and time-dependent fields is described by the iterative addition of local probability density of the mass cells of solute zones. Furthermore, on macroscopic levels, the recursion equations have been proposed to simulate zone migration and spreading in reversed-phase high-performance liquid chromatography (RP-HPLC) through directly relating local retention factor and local diffusion coefficient to local mobile phase concentration. This new approach differs entirely from the traditional theories on plate concept with Eulerian description, since band width recursion equation is actually the accumulation of local diffusion coefficients of solute zones to discrete-time slices. Recursion equations and literature equations were used in dealing with same experimental data in RP-HPLC, and the comparison results show that the recursion equations can accurately predict band width under gradient elution.